NEW RANGE/CLUB INFO
Since we started ZSA back in late January 2011, here is what has happened so far
(as of 28 Nov 2011). We’ve held 35 different matches, at 6 ranges, in 3 States. The
total number of shooters is 1,120, with an average of 32 shooters per match. Not
too bad for the new kids on the block.
Our matches are geared to the newer and first time shooters, and provide them
with the safety skills and confidence to go on to USPSA or IDPA, or stay with ZSA
for a fun way to shoot. We have yet to have someone who has not come out a
second time to shoot with us. We’ve seen steady increases in match attendance
and memberships, as all our affiliated clubs and ranges will attest to.
We are currently working with “Trigger Talk TV”, www.triggertalk.tv, to prepare a
professional video introducing our game to prospective clubs/ranges, but for now,
please bear with us until that is complete. Now, why should you host a match?
We shoot all pistol, 2 gun rimfire and 3 gun matches. The average cost per match
is $15(pistol only), $20(2 gun rimfire), and $25(3 gun centerfire), so let’s average
at $20.00 per shooter. With 32 shooters, you will generate $640.00. Your targets
and pasters will be around $75.00 and we get $2.00 per shooter when you host
our match to score and post on our site, as well as promote your match and
club/range. So that’s $640.00 in, less $75.00 for materials, and $64.00 to ZSA,
leaving you with $501.00 profit, not bad for a few hours’ match.
If you are already hosting USPSA or IDPA, you have everything you need to host a
ZSA match. Our targets are the same external dimensions as USPSA/IDPA so your
stands and sticks will work. Use ZSA as a way to get more shooters to your
facility, and if you have an indoor range and store, perfect way to sell ammo,
holsters, mag/speedloader holders, and of course guns.
Existing USPSA/IDPA clubs already have RO’s and SO’s, so all they need to do is
understand our scoring, which is simple time plus penalty system. Our range
commands are the same as USPSA, so no worries there. Stage layout and design is
easy, set it so a new shooter can safely navigate the course of fire and actually hit

stuff, and if you have some higher end shooters, use some “Time Saver” bonus
targets to challenge them at greater distance. Use whatever walls and props you
already have. This is simple shooting fun, save the hard core competition for
USPSA or IDPA, ZSA is FUN.
Please contact us via email if you have any more questions about becoming an
affiliated club. We will not charge any fee to any club that joins with us for the
balance of 2011, after that, we will have an initiation fee and yearly renewal fee
(amount yet to be decided, but it will be reasonable). Thanks for reading this far
and for your interest, John and Mel
Please review each section on Zombie Shooters Association’s “Rules, Scoring and
Equipment” page on our website for instructions and video explanations.

http://zombieshootersassociation.com/rules-and-equipment-for-zombie-sport-shootin/

